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Editor’s note

Forthcoming Concord Programmes

by Naomi Ricketts

To visit the related website page please click on the programme title
or phone 020 7607 1140 if you would like more information

Well, here we are again,
back in the midst of what’s
proving to be an exceptionally cold Winter, eating plenty of warming soups & vegetable stews, I hope (Jean
would be proud!)

The Foundation Course
starts 6/7 February for
3 months and ﬁnishes on
13 April

The Foundation Course is by far the most comprehensive
programme that the Institute offers in terms of variety and
depth of training. It is designed primarily to provide support
for graduates of i Evolve in the three key areas: Wholefood
nutrition, Bodywork practice, and Self-expression.

Hatha Yoga Series
with Amanda James
starts 8th February

Break free from the stagnant energy of winter and tune into
your natural vitality with a six week hatha yoga bodyworkseries led by Amanda James.

Tai Chi Series
with Sodge Adams
starts 10 February

This six week course will look at sets of exercises designed
to stimulate the ﬂow of energy in and around us, enabling
us to become more aware of it.

Power, Intent & Evolution
25 – 28 March inclusive
Residential programme at
Croydon Hall, Somerset

This programme over four full days is intended for those who
have completed a basic transformation programme such as
i Evolve. It contains equal portions of bodywork and dialogue,
each of which is used to release and redeploy energy.

i Evolve
16, 17, 18 April
and the evening of 21 April

The evolutionary process, as we see it, occurs not in any
smooth progression but in a non-linear movement or leap
that propels us from one worldspace or dimensionality to
another. It is our premise that human being has arrived at
such an evolutionary threshold.

So, what to expect from this
edition? Well, ﬁrstly, you
may have noticed the newsletter has taken on its own
transformational work (courtesy of Tim Crowther, who I
must also thank for his tireless enthusiasm & dedication
to the newsletter). Not only
has it taken on a new
layout, making it an easier
read on screen and doing justice to your stunning
photos and artwork, but we
have also brought a whole
new dimension by offering,
for the ﬁrst time, music and
video!

i Evolve is designed to facilitate this next step. It is what the
late Indian philosopher, Jiddu Krishnamurti, once referred to
as “freedom from the known”

There are a couple of music
clips, one a video (thanks to
extremely talented singer/
songwriter, Rob Clydesdale),
and the other an excerpt of
Debussy’s well known Clair
Du Lune, which I performed
during the last Foundation
Course’s ‘arts evening’, on
their ﬁnal day.
If these prove popular, we
hope in future editions to
bring much more, and of
course if you have any comments or suggestions, would
like to contribute, or get
involved with in the editorial
side of the newsletter, we’d
love to hear from you.

photograph by Ruth Ricketts

Editorial & Forthcoming Concord Programmes

The Spring Seasonal
Kitchen
A cooking programme
with Melanie Waxman
25 April – 1 March
4 evenings and 2 weekend
days.

A chance to learn how to cook some delicious meals attuned
to the fresh energy of the forthcoming season. Considered to
be one of the ﬁnest macrobiotic chefs, Melanie Waxman has
taught at the Philadelphia Restaurant School, written several
cookery books and also writes for numerous websites and
magazines. Melanie has raised seven children macrobiotically.

HeartSpace
led by Greg Johnson
7, 8 & 9 May

HeartSpace is a course on human relationships. In particular,
it is about what is made possible when human beings do
connect with each other in an authentic heart-space.

Basic Alchemy
with Michael Rossoff
28, 29 & 30 May

Health is our birthright. Our culture’s view of disease,
disability, depression, decline and death is not a necessary
reality. We can change our personal destiny and embrace
life’s changes. This course will explore ways to embrace life’s
changes, how sickness can lead to greater health and where
confusion can lead to greater clarity.
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Sea Vegetable Recipes

Two Simple Quick Recipes

by Mutsuko Johnson

by Sebastian James

Dried Daikon and Hijiki

Broccoli Soup

-

- Allow about 250grams of broccoli per portion.
- Water
You can experiment by adding:
- a small squeeze of lemon juice, or
- a drizzle of hazelnut oil, or
- some toasted ﬂaked almonds.

2 pieces dried daikon
1 cup hijiki
1 carrot
Mirin (1 tsp)
Soy sauce
Sesame oil
Sesame seeds

• Soak hijiki in water.
• Soak dried daikon in 2 cups of water.
• Wash the carrot and cut into matchsticks.
• Drain the hijiki water. (Note about hijiki soaking water: It is
good not to waste minerals from the ocean, but some people
say not to use hijiki soaking water because of the condition
of the ocean where it comes from).
• Save the dried daikon water for cooking.
• Sauté the carrot, add hijiki and dried daikon. Add daikon
soaking water and boil for about 20 minutes.
• Season with mirin and soy sauce.
• Serve with a few sesame seeds.

Here are a couple of recipes, one super simple and the other for the
slightly more adventurous. The ﬁrst is for one of the most simple and
delicious soups that I know of.

• Peel the ﬁbrous outer layer from the stem, this makes for a smoother soup.
• Cut the broccoli into small chunks and boil until soft in enough water to just cover the
broccoli.
• Pour most of the water out of the pan and into a separate container.
• Using a hand blender, blitz the broccoli until smooth, adding enough of the reserved water
to produce a creamy consistency.
• Season to taste and serve.

The second recipe is for the more experienced or adventurous among you:

Arame - Ni

Pan-fried Steamed Salmon Fillet

Arame is a dried, stringy thin black seaweed. It is easy to
cook and has a lot of minerals. You can use the soaking
water to cook with. It is important to eat seaweeds as a
source of minerals.

You will need:
- Salmon ﬁllets, skin on.
- A frying pan with a lid, which is large enough to accommodate the salmon generously.
- A little olive oil.
- Wine, stock or water, 100-150 ml
- Seasoning

-

2oz arame
1/2 carrot
1/2 onion
Water
Mirin
Soy sauce

•Soak arame in water. When arame is soft, use colander to
drain.
•Wash and cut the vegetables into matchsticks.
•In a skillet, saute onion and carrot. Add arame. Cover half
way with arame soaking water. Boil with medium ﬂame for
about 20 minutes.
•Add mirin and soy sauce. Serve with toasted chopped
almonds.

The Food Pages

• Wash and season the salmon.
• Heat the oil in the pan on a medium high heat.
• Put the salmon in the pan, skin side down and cook until the bottom 5mm of the ﬂesh
looks cooked, about 2 minutes.
• Pour the wine, stock or water into the pan. As soon as the liquid hits the pan and the hot
oil it will vapourise. Quickly put on the lid and allow the salmon to continue cooking in the
steam for a further approximately 3 minutes.
• Lift the lid after this time and check if the salmon is cooked by gently pressing on the top.
If the layers of ﬂesh ﬂake and separate easily then it is cooked. I like my salmon a little pink
inside so if this is not cooked enough, replace the lid, adding a little more liquid if necessary.
• Serve the salmon skin side up, pouring over the remainder of the cooking juices. The skin
can be eaten, as it is lovely and crisp.
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Cooking Inspiration
by Francoise Auvray

Whenever I visit a bookshop
or a library I somehow ﬁnd
myself in the cookbook section, curious to see what
other people do, how beautiful the pictures are and what
combination of food they use.
I feel like I am spying in other
people’s kitchens, but also
this is an opportunity to discover. I love to learn about
traditional foods, understanding why and how people use
ingredients and what we have
made of them centuries later.
It is difﬁcult to choose one
favourite book, and one of
my wishes is to make all the
recipes from all my favourite cookbooks! I aim to do
one new recipe a week, but
most of the time I just ﬂick
through, read, and picture in
my mind what the writer is
telling me.
Last week I made a risotto
from ‘Vegetables’ by Charlie
Trotter... (beautiful pictures!),
served with a red wine sauce,
baked red onions & chestnuts. The garnish was a parsley juice and fried onions – I
was most excited about making the juice, a very simple
process of brieﬂy cooking the
parsley (stalks and leaves) in
oil, cooling it down and blitzing it with oil and salt and
then sieving the purée to
obtain a beautiful rich green
liqueur of parsley. It made a
beautiful garnish to the wine
sauce, pearls of greens on a
deep red, and the ﬂavour of
the parsley was somehow enhanced and smoother at the
same time.

The Food Pages

Most evenings, I make simple
soups to warm me up. The
variations are inﬁnite but every now and again I catch myself in a cooking rut; either it
is time to make noodles, Mutsuko’s style, with tempura et
al (often our Friday evening
quick & delicious meal!), or to
follow someone else’s instructions, make something I have
not done before. I don’t aim
for complicated or very exotic
dishes, I look for recipes that
include ingredients or techniques I may not usually use,
and of course they are seasonal and correspond to the
needs of the person eating it.
Annemarie Colbin’s ‘The
Natural Gourmet’ (she has
also written ‘Food and Healing’) will satisfy your mind’s
hunger for most of the questions you may have on ‘whole
health’, all taken from her
experience of wholefood over
the years. She speaks of how
her husband was trying to be
vegetarian for idealistic reasons & how unbearable he
seemed to have become, until
one day he comes back home
with a piece of steak! She
also tells the story of one of
her friends who stays with her
and shares their family meals
for a week. She describes the
signiﬁcant difference that the
wholefoods and the cooking
made to her well-being in just
these few days.
Annemarie Colbin has worked
with other cooks to create
‘The Natural Gourmet’ recipes. She is also a teacher and
the founder of the Natural

Vegetables
by Charlie Trotter
click on photo
for details

Gourmet Cookery School in
Manhattan. Some of her students’ experiences are mentioned throughout her books,
which makes it very experiential as opposed to all perfect
theory.
The book also includes a précis of the Five Elements approach to life, how it’s applied
to food, and provides a clear
framework of understanding which, for me, is a useful
complement to Michael Rossoff’s lectures on Macrobiotics
and Oriental Healing.
However, when I create a
meal, I don’t think consciously which element I am using
through which food... I just
create what I experience is a
balanced meal appropriate for
the season and the guests.
Annemarie Colbin gives a
good practical summary of
the various types of food and
how best to use and store
them. Some recipes are very
easy, such as the ‘Daikon
Radish Canapés’ (a slice of
daikon, a sauce of tahini and
miso spread on the slice of
daikon topped with an olive...
which works very well in the
summer!), and some slightly
more elaborate dishes, such
as Rolled Flounder Fillets with
Lemon Dill Sauce.

The Natural Gourmet
by Annmarie Colbin
click on photo
for details

made the Dark Onion Soup
(one for winter!), where she
ﬁrst steams the onions before
browning them to speed up
the process. She gives alternative quick stock recipes.
From the Grain section, the
Barley Croquettes with Shiitake Mushroom Sauce work
really well; the sauce is a
simple combination of soaked
shiitake, shallots with soya
sauce, thickened with kudzu
but she also adds mustard
and lemon juice and somehow this changes everything.
The chapter also includes foccaccia, noodles, home made
pasta, orange millet pilaf and,
one of my favourites, a corn
bread... with blue corn.
The Vegetable section covers seaweeds, and has some
exotic touches such as cauliﬂower curry with coconut, but
always with some straightforward ‘grounding’ recipes such
as braised daikon with mirin.

This book has a beautiful
range of recipes and I have
given you only a very small
ﬂavour of what is available.
There are menu suggestions
and she also advises which
recipes work well together.
There are occasional uses
of cheese and very small
amounts of butter. I feel this
gives a good illustration of
centred and yet wide wholeThe recipes are organised into food meals which will keep
food groups, with unusual tips you inspired and keep practic& additions to certain recipes, ing cooking.
such as the rich vegetable
stock made with vegetables,
The dessert section has my
beans, olive oil, and a little
favourite recipe for a hearty
wine and vinegar. I have also Pumpkin Pie. Happy Cooking!

Pumpkin Pie
by Francoise Auvray

Any questions...
francoiseauvray@hotmail.com

Inspired by ‘The Natural Gourmet’ by Annemarie Colbin, here
is my recipe for Pumpkin Pie which some of you may remember... I made it a couple of times at the centre! This is a rich
dessert, almost a meal! Enough for 6 generous slices.
Crust
- 150g rolled oats
- 70g rice ﬂour (or wheat ﬂour)
- 70g almonds, ﬁnely chopped (or use ground almonds)
- 70ml vegetable oil (or melted butter)
- 3 tbsp maple or rice syrup
- 50ml cold water
- Pinch of salt
Filling
- 450g peeled and seeded squash, cut in large cubes
- 3 organic eggs
- 70ml rice or maple syrup
- Pinch of salt
- 1 tsp ground cinnamon
- 1 lemon rind ﬁnely grated
- 1⁄4 tsp ground ginger or ginger juice
• Place the squash in a pan with a little water at the bottom,
one pinch of salt and bring to a simmer, covered till cooked.
Strain, keep the liquid for another use, blend the squash and
set aside.
• Crust: in one bowl mix the oats, ﬂour and almonds together.
In a small bowl, mix the oil or melted butter, syrup, cold water and salt. Stir the wet ingredients into the dry ingredients,
mix well.
• Oil a pie dish. With wet hands press the crust into the dish
– ensure it is evenly distributed, included the sides. Bake in
the oven for about 5 minutes, till it starts getting golden.
To make the ﬁlling:
• Separate the whites and yolks for the eggs.
• Whisk the whites till stiff (with a pinch of salt).
• Add the egg yolks, syrup, spices, lemon rind and pinch of
salt to the puréed squash, blend well.
• Blend carefully the egg white in the purée.
• Pour the ﬁlling into the prepared crust and bake for 20 to 30
minutes (200 degrees Celcius), till set and slightly golden.
• Let the pie cool down at room temperature before cutting
and serving.
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Stella Kojder
interviewed by Naomi Ricketts

Stella Kojder was ‘reluctantly’
introduced to participation in the
Being-in-Action programme, now
i Evolve, by her brother in 1998
and, despite in her initial hesitance, she now ﬁnds herself facilitating The Foundation Course, the
Institute’s most comprehensive
programme with regards to variety
and depth of training.

evening of his Being-in-Action
programme. I went along to
give him support and ended
up registering myself. I was
compelled to participate even
though on one level I absolutely did not want to. I was
in conversation with an assistant at the event and he
brought my attention to some
of the things I was saying
about how I couldn’t possibly
participate in something so
rigid and formal as this; that
life should transform organically, not in a classroom with
a blackboard. He asked me
Can you tell us a little
cine, inspired by my time in
about yourself and what
Asia, where we’d been shown “how much more organic do
you want? Your brother did an
initially introduced you to
how to use herbs to cure ailevent, asked you along, you
transformation work?
ments. I became particuthought it sounded great.”
larly interested in the use of
What was important in that
I spent 1995 travelling in
herbs growing in the UK and
instant was that I felt exactly
South East Asia and Australia, the folklore associated with
during which time I reconthem. My life started opening what he was saying; I felt a
blow to my solar plexus. It
nected with the earth as a
in a new direction; I stopped
was a bodily experience and
living, breathing being. After
smoking and was introduced
three months of travelling in
to the practice of yoga, which I knew I had a tiny window
in which to act on this openThailand and Malaysia, I aragain changed my relationrived in Sumatra. I distinctly
ship with myself and the envi- ing. I had a choice to ignore
it and continue on my own
remember experiencing time
ronment: I experienced myin a completely new way;
self being held and supported path in what I could see was
full of a lot of arrogance or
unﬁxed and ﬂuid, for the
by the earth, which ﬁlled
take this opportunity to act
ﬁrst time without the use of
me with relief and a sense
on something I felt deeply
drugs! Later that year when
of coming home. I stopped
but could not understand.
I arrived in Sydney, I met a
drinking and taking recreaman who is now a dear friend tional drugs as they no longer I acted. For the next seven
years I participated fully in all
of mine, who kindly pointed
seemed necessary in my life.
out to me that my cynical
For the next few years I stud- the programmes at Concord
view of life was rather limitied herbal medicine, practised and embraced transformation as the driving force of my
ing and maybe even slightly
yoga, slowly ﬁnding my way
life. I assisted at every level
pathetic and I was reminded
into my body.
from production to enrolment
that there was more to life
to registration to coaching to
than hedonism and getting
How did you get involved
sourcing venues, culminating
by the best I could; that life
with Concord?
in two years on staff as parcould be a creative act rather
ticipation manager. I stopped
than something to drag oneIn 1998, following on from
working with the organisation
self through. When I returned the few years of herbs and
at the end of 2005, returning
home, I started to take class- yoga, my brother invited me
es in Western herbal medito the Wednesday completion in 2008.

Interview

You mentioned moving
away from Concord
between 2005 – 2008.
Why was this, and what
was it that made you come
back?

What inspired you to become a facilitator in the
ﬁeld of transformation?

I actually never aspired to
facilitate transformational
events, as my bent was alAfter being around Concord
ways to stay in the backfor 7 years, I felt it was time
ground. I was more than
to move on for a while; I
happy to work with peohad a sense that there was
ple one-to-one or in small
something in my life I needgroups, but the mere thought
ed to address, a feeling that
of leading an event or public
something was missing. I
speaking of any sort would
didn’t know what, or how I
have me shaking, voice quivwould go about it, but I had a ering and generally running
clear calling to wander in the
in the other direction; it was
desert on my own for a while, a problem. I could see that
to let life show me what was
it was the next natural step
to come next. Whilst it was a in my training, but was unconscious decision to leave, I willing to take that leap until
also completely trusted that
very recently. I would say my
I would know, in my heart
mother’s death inspired me to
when was the right time to
become a facilitator. She died
return.
suddenly in January 2008 and
my life took another new turn
I was fully aware that not
at that point. I became acutebeing around the centre with
ly aware that we only have
its support framework I would a short time to live on this
need to stay really disciplanet and I felt such a huge
plined, using my seven years debt of gratitude to her; for
of training, cooking and
the work she had done in her
bodywork, and listening to
life, for making my life poslife.
sible and for all the gifts she
and my father had given to
Various events took place
me. I knew I could no longer
thoughout this time, however, waste a drop of what I’d been
the organisation showed up
given by life; I didn’t have the
again when I was asked to
right; life is so absolute. The
assist in Being-in-Action.
pain and the loss of my mothHaving done all the work I
er’s death had become my
had to date with Concord,
teacher.
assisting became quite a
humbling experience, but it
A year later, after having rewas clear to me that it was an connected with Concord for
ideal opportunity to ﬁnd my
about six months, Sheila Parfeet again within the organimar invited me to facilitate on
sation.
The Foundation Course. I said
yes. I felt the urge to step

further into my training and
to give back the training I’d
been given over the years.
Which particular aspect of
transformation has had a
greater inﬂuence on your
own life: bodywork, selfexpression or cooking?
And in your opinion, can
you ‘use’ these areas individually as ‘tools’ in life to
deal with certain circumstances? (eg focus speciﬁcally on the bodywork or
cooking during particular
times in your life?)
I am clear that I wouldn’t
have been available for transformational work without the
practice of yoga in my life;
my body was able to hear
something that my mind
couldn’t. On completion of
Being-in-Action one of the
things that I remember saying was that I felt I had been
‘looked after from the inside’ as the food had affected
me deeply. It wasn’t until I
started to get the discipline of
whole foods in my life, which
took years, that I really felt
as though I could navigate
through the more difﬁcult areas of transformational work.
That said, my time on staff
really had the greatest effect
on my life and I continue to
be grateful for those years.
The level of training in selfexpression is phenomenal;
you face the unknown at every turn and you truly get the
opportunity to let go of your
ideas of yourself and others
continued overleaf
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Seaweed and Me
by Tania Coke

and life and to create possibility from nothing on a daily
basis. Painful as it is, I would
wholeheartedly recommend it
to anyone who feels drawn to
that level of commitment and
training.
It sounds like you’ve really worked your way right
through from participating, assisting, coaching,
staff and now to facilitating. Where do you see
yourself going from here;
where do you see yourself
in the next 5 years?
This is a difﬁcult question for
me to answer as I tend not
to have any kind of long-term
plans. I’m happy to be in the
hands of life; to trust where
life takes me, although this
can be incredibly difﬁcult, but
I believe it to be much more
rewarding that way!
That said, I’m currently studying to be a Medical Herbalist
and, whilst I still very much
hope to continue facilitating,
my intension is to bring my
knowledge of herbs into the
work that I do at Concord in
some way.

Articles

I want to tell you my seaweed I go this way, now I got that”,
story.
in other words, what if she is
using the power of the wind
It begins at a workshop on
to achieve her own ends, or,
The Five Elements. I said to
even more shockingly, what
myself: “Tania, your water
if she has chosen, in an act
element could do with a bit
of unspeakable courage and
of work”. Water.... the eletrust, to surrender her will to
ment of emotions, of ﬂow,
that of a greater force?’
of cycles, of release. And so
I framed my days with an
I began to wonder whether,
awareness of water – how
kneeling there in the shaldid it feature in my life? What lows of the Paciﬁc, I had, like
lessons did it hold for me?
Oppenheimer’s leaf, similarly
chosen to surrender my will
Fast forward to a holiday in
to that of a greater force.
Japan. I am kneeling in the
Very well, but what was this
shallows of the Paciﬁc Ocean
force to which I had surrenin Kamakura. The water is
dered? Well, the tides are the
milky, gelatinous. I can feel
result of the movement of the
my limbs, my spine, my
moon relative to that of the
mind, softening to something earth. So... had I become the
unctuous, pliant. The gentle
visible manifestation of the
waves are playing through
dance of the Lady Moon and
me; water is trying to tell me Mother Earth?
something.
I now needed a symbol of
Back on land, my intellectual
this new philosophy of life,
faculties restored, I set about something to remind me day
trying to understand what the by day to surrender myself,
lesson might be. And in this
consciously, to the ﬂow of life.
process, one memory kept
What could possibly serve as
coming to mind. It was of a
a role model for such enlightmoment during an economened living? I think you have
ics lecture at university. The
anticipated my solution. I
professor, Oppenheimer, was
chose, as my spiritual guide,
talking about free will. He
that multi-cellular, photosyntook the case of a leaf being
thetic, algal organism: Seatossed about in the wind as a weed.
typical example of lack of will
power, and then, in one deft
My research has only just
stroke, he removed a corner- begun. Let me serve you, as
stone of my unexamined phi- an appetizer to the feast of
losophy of life. He said, ‘What knowledge yet to come, a
if that leaf, instead of being
description of the structure of
at the mercy of the wind, is
seaweed. Seaweed essentially
thinking to herself during her consists of two parts: holdwayward descent: “Now I go
fast and thallus. The holdfast
this way, now I go that, now
is what enables the seaweed

to remain attached to seabed
or rocky surface, in the face
of often tumultuous ocean
swell. It does this by means
of a range of ingenious devices, such as secreting acid
and then sending out threadlike ﬁlaments which weave
themselves into the resulting
crannies for greater grip. The
rest of the seaweed forms the
thallus, consisting of a supporting strip and one or more
fronds reaching up to 50m
long. Flexibility is the key
characteristic of the thallus
– it needs absolutely to bend
to the movement of the water
in order to survive. So, within
the design of every seaweed:
extreme tenacity and perfect
ﬂexibility. A lesson for us all,
perhaps...

image courtesy of
www.freakinfucus.co.uk
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Being a Coach on The Foundation Course
reviewed by Vanessa Kandyoti
I have just completed my
third Foundation Course in a
year. “She must have nothing else to do with her time” I
hear you say.
However, I went through the
three programmes wearing
different ‘hats’, so-to-speak; I
started as a participant, then
went on to be Production Supervisor, and lastly, I have
just completed being a Coach.
The least I can say is ‘what a
ride!’
‘The Foundation Course is by
far the most comprehensive
programme that the Institute offers in terms of variety
and depth of training. Over
a three month period, the
aim is to establish an integrated body-mind foundation
enabling participants to better manage their health and
well-being in the three key
areas: wholefood nutrition,
bodywork practice, and selfexpression, often resulting
in a new depth and level of
self-expression, fearlessness
when it comes to tackling
hard issues or projects in life,
the ability to lead and inspire
others and the ability to know
when to take a stand and
when to acquiesce.’

photograph by Tim Crowther

Events Reviews

Three months ago, I was assigned four strong, female
Foundation Course participants as my Coachees; my
role was to be ‘a stand’ for
them, to be there to listen
and support them throughout
the course in whatever way I
could.

The end result is to help them
see their ‘story’, to see the
continuous patterns that run
their everyday lives, and to
explore the endless possibilities that life has to offer outside the restrictive barriers
we create for ourselves.
It was a big commitment for
all of us, but really worth it.
Throughout the program, I
asked myself ‘who was I to
give them advice?’
The Coaches are supported
by a Head Coach, with regular meetings to listen to what
was happening for us in the
program, for, not only are the
participants ‘in training’, but
it’s also an opportunity for us
as Coaches to take on what’s
going on in our lives, often illustrating how we’re trapped
in our own stories and how
we need to navigate ourselves
around our own ‘obstacles’ in
order to be open and available for our Coachees.
The coaching support was a
big help and made me realize among other things, that I
have a strong sense of intuition, which is too often disregarded.
So there it is, I am listening
to somebody and giving advice on a weekly basis, eating wholefoods, doing bodywork... and I get something
out of it for myself too.
But there is much more to it.
On the completion night,
which was the last night of

photograph by Francoise Auvray

the programme where everyone is being acknowledged,
I felt the deepest sense of
satisfaction I have ever felt.
I felt so moved seeing my
Coachees being acknowledged for their transformation. It felt like we had hiked
over mountains; we were exhausted, but they were ﬁnally
holding the Holy Grail.
A week later, I left London
and went away for my New
Year holiday.
Towards the end of my trip,
I was riding my bike along
the sea shore one day and
thought about those four
amazing women I had had
the privilege to listen to, and
build a real bond with for
those three months. I ﬁnally
started digesting what had
just happened.

I had coached women who
each had a side of their personality which resonated with
mine. I stopped and thought
about each one of them, and
what I said and did to help
them be the person they really are.
All I can say is that I feel
much calmer as I realize that
the advice and support I gave
during those three months
was applicable to me... and
how I could, and have, become more authentic as a
result of it.
I therefore would like to
thank and acknowledge my
Coachees for this amazing
journey.
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The Joy of Arbeit*: “Nobody told me”
Cleargreen Tensegrity Workshop, Berlin, October 2009
Reviewed by Martina Von Holn
“It’s not that people around you are at fault,” don Juan said.
“They cannot help themselves. The fault is with you, because
you can help yourself, but you are bent on judging them, at a
deep level of silence.”
Carlos Castaneda, The Active Side of Inﬁnity

(* Arbeit is the German word for work)

“On personal integrity hangs humanity’s fate.”
R. Buckminster Fuller, Critical Path

the help of my father and
his memories of how he perceives his parents and grandparents view of their work
I have been able to re-construct a family lineage that
reveals my own relationship
to work as an exact combination of the two very different
ways of living work which run
through my family history.
image courtesy of Cleargreen Inc.

It is revealed that each of us
throughout our lives is adding
our own experiences of work
As a participant of my ﬁrst
a variety of other languages.
to a collective baggage which
Tensegrity workshop, I would Throughout the weekend I
like to share my experience of become aware that more than historically encompasses religious, political and social
being on this intense and en- half of the participants have
ergetic weekend.
traveled to the workshop from circumstances that still shape
as far as the USA and Russia. our relationship to work today.
As I arrive in the large suburban gym I am very surThe structure of this weekThe ﬁrst sequence is part of
prised to ﬁnd myself in the
end is a combination of
the “Erasing Personal History
space with approximately 200 two sequences of Carlos
Form” which allows us to see
other men and women with
Castaneda`s Magical Passes,
our ‘usual’ way of interacting
yoga mats, bottles of water
and a Recapitulation pracwith work, often with force,
and notebooks. It appears I
tice which looks at individual
have anticipated a Concord
scenes of our lives relating to and an alternate way of comsize crowd and it takes me a
‘work’ and going back in time. muning with work, with clarity and silent responsiveness.
good while to get used to the
seemingly mass orientated
As a pre-assignment we were As the sequence is repeated
for both the right side of the
structure of the course includ- asked to create a written
body (representing the habiting facilitator microphones,
family history mapping each
ual strength of our everyday
simultaneous translation from family member’s relationlife) and the left (our energetEnglish as the workshop lanship to work, starting from
ic being and creative source)
guage into German and via
as far back as our Greatparticipants head phones into Grand-Mothers/Fathers. With stuck life energy is re-de-

Events Reviews

ployed and made available. It
takes me a while to open up
to moving in resonance with
so many bodies in an unfamiliar space. When I start relaxing into the process a subtle
shift in energy can be felt;
the more conﬁdent I become
about memorizing the movements the more I am available to trust my body to just
follow and am able to feel the
energy in the big space starting to stir, move and grow.
During the Recapitulation
Exercises we are partnered
up with another participant, one person being the
speaker, the other the witness. Re-connecting to ‘unﬁnished’ scenes in our work
lives demonstrates to us all
that within our family lineage and ourselves, we have
both dark and light memories
about work circulating within
our cells. The exercise examines the inner dialogue and
emotional state as well as the
accompanying body position
to allow us to see where we
were looking from at the time
when the scene occurred. In
the beginning I am experiencing unease and the difﬁculty
to commit to honestly looking

back and remembering difﬁcult moments not only intellectually but also physically,
but when I do, I am amazed
at how relevant every scene
seems to be still today. Practicing the Magical Pass in the
wake of the memory enables my body to break free
and allows me to become the
watcher of the same scene
which now appears in a different and clearer view. From
where I am looking now allows me to see and expose
the patterns that are shaping my view of how work appears.
Repeating the recapitulation
six times over the course of
the weekend the last process
asks us to remember an early
“positive” scene in relation to
work. When I see myself on
a summer beach, completely
immersed in building castles from sand transforming
them into miniature dream
like landscapes by dripping
sea water over them, tears
start to run down my face.
As I allow myself to re-connect to my energetic being as
pure creative source there is
a huge amount of joy ﬂowing through me which gently

and steadily sweeps away the
tears and ﬂoods my whole
being with warmth, vibrancy,
and aliveness.
The Second Magical Pass we
practice in groups of six is the
Affection for the Earth Form
which is creating an equally
strong experience for myself.
Acknowledging and connecting to the ground through
a variation of shared movements and gestures has an
enormously quieting and
grounding effect on me and
when I allow myself to feel
this connection fully the ﬂood
gates open again. Extending
my energy to the group and
to everyone in the space this
time I am ﬁlled with gratitude
as I experience a strong connection to and between everyone present.
Since my participation I have
had a number of subtle shifts
occurring in how work appears for me and has enabled
me to re-examine existing
work patterns as to their energetic viability. I am still enjoying my artistic practice and
seem to slowly become more
and more available to acting
in resonance with my energetic being!
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Dreaming Beyond Fear
Cleargreen Tensegrity Workshop, Moscow, January 2010
Reviewed by George Ball
them following certain movements of the body. Their efforts culminated in the discovery and development of a
number of movements, which
they called magical passes’.
Unsurprisingly, the movements have a dreamy quality.

painting by Gaynor Tribe

“On the path to dreaming, one stumbles upon a worthy
opponent, and one of his best teachers: fear.”
don Juan Matus
On the evening of 3 January
2010, with the temperature
about minus 15 degrees, I
turned up to a colossal, semisunken sports hall, which
was built for the 1980 Olympic Games in Moscow. As I
passed through the double
doors to the entrance hall I
was welcomed by enveloping warmth, as is usual when
entering most of Moscow’s
buildings. I had come to
participate in a Cleargreen
Tensegrity Workshop which
would be held that evening
and during the days of 4 and
5 January.
Tensegrity (pronounced
Tense-eh-grity) was introduced by Carlos Castaneda

Events Reviews

as ‘the modern version of the
magical passes of the shamans of ancient Mexico’ with
‘the modern goal of the magical passes: the redeployment
of energy’ (Carlos Castaneda
- Magical Passes). The lineage
of shamans to which Castaneda was initiated assiduously
practiced conscious dreaming (very different to normal
dreaming!). They believed
that during conscious dreaming one entered bona ﬁde
alternate worlds and ‘in the
course of that practice, they
experienced unequalled states
of physical prowess and wellbeing, and in their effort to
replicate those states in their
hours of vigil, they found out
that they were able to repeat

When I practice Tensegrity I
feel revitalized; often, I will
start to practice with a concern hanging over me, and
during practice a new way
of seeing a situation (sometimes accompanied by a solution) will present itself to me.
I have been practicing it for
under a year, and I already
feel it has helped me enormously in my day-to-day life.
Those of you who have done
a programme from Concord’s
iEvolve series will be familiar with some of the passes,
which often precede a dialogue session.
Cleargreen is a company incorporated by Carlos Castaneda which he entrusted
with enacting his dream of
‘carrying out the instruction
and publication of Tensegrity’
(www.cleargreen.com). From
what I have experienced, it
is a very professional and
friendly organisation that has
formed strong ties with the
global community of Tensegrity practitioners. For this
workshop, they worked closely with experienced Muscovite
practitioners, who helped organise the event and arrange
cut-price accommodation for
those attending (nothing less
than Olympic hotels!)

Having partially disrobed,
I registered, changed into
sportswear and took with me
to the sports hall a note pad,
pen and mat. My estimation
is that there were 300 people
attending the workshop; the
huge majority were Russian
speakers, about 290, with
about ten English speakers
including myself. There were
two practitioners translating
for us where the seminar was
conducted in Russian.

Every workshop has a theme
and this one’s was ‘Dreaming
beyond fear’. We were asked
to list dreams which we have
had or still harbour. We were
then asked to pick one dream
which had the most energy
for us at that time. Mine was
to practice a martial art!

visiting past scenes to which
I held absolutely ﬁxed judgements, and uprooting these
judgements enabling me to
see the scene in a very new
and positively different light.

Since coming back, I have
pursued my dream of practicing martial arts, and I’ve
We examined what our ‘inbeen bumping into many cirternal dialogues’ (or stories)
cumstantial obstacles (there’s
are surrounding that dream:
never a good time, and when
‘it’s too violent’ and ‘I’m too
I am physically there someweak’ are some I have with
thing tries its best to ensure
The workshop started with
regards to my dream of learn- that I’m mentally somewhere
teaching a new conﬁguraing martial arts. And then
completely different!). Howtion of taught-before passes.
we were invited to do fully
ever, I’m already sure that
These were led by one Clear- revisit a scene (with closed
the practice I have managed
green representative and
eyes) where we’ve had these is having a very positive efthree Russian practitioners
internal dialogues. Then our
fect on my life, and I’m enfrom a centre stage. They
witness would probe us with
joying it immensely.
were taught thoroughly and
pertinent questions, the anprecisely and it wasn’t long
swers to which he would note Of course, I will continue to
before everyone was getting
down.
practice Tensegrity in recogthe hang of them. There was
nition of the beneﬁt which it
a sense of adventure in the
Since revisiting a scene of lost has on my life.
hall and everyone was having energy and power is often una good time.
comfortable, after the questions our witness would ask
If you are interested in
After a session of passes we
us to relax, shake our limbs
reading more about
would feel extremely enerand do a breathing magical
Tensegrity as a Practice,
gised, and this was the point
pass to lose any residue of
Workshops and the work of
at which we would share with the old scene.
Carlos Castaneda please go to
a witness. At the start of the
www.cleargreen.com
course we were helped to pair Here’s the magical bit: we
with a person who speaks the would then revisit the scene,
Also, Concord is hosting a
same language. Not knowhaving done a pass, and our
Tensegrity Practice Group
ing anyone is no hindrance to witness would again probe
series starting on the evening
ﬁnding a witness because the us with pertinent questions.
of Friday 13 February and
Cleargreen representatives
But this time, and I amazed
continuing weekly with a few
make sure everyone is appro- myself every time, I saw the
Saturday sessions added to
priately paired, and everyone scene in a completely differthe mix. An inauspicious day
present is very open. New
ent light. Suddenly my ‘inter- to start the series with! I atcomers are paired with more
nal dialogues’ weren’t so self- tended some of the last seexperienced practitioners, and evident. I could actually see
ries, which I beneﬁted from,
my witness was a remarkably the situation from another
and I will certainly be attendaffable, Turkish, middle-aged point of view. This was a won- ing this series, what fortunes
doctor.
derfully novel experience; re- may.
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How Am I Different?
by Martin Lumsden

i Evolve
April

Three days, a long weekend.
I’m out of life and in another place; so familiar and yet I
ﬁnd out so much that is unknown. How to participate, to
contribute? Do I belong here? Should I be here? Who do I
think I am?
What’s your story?
Somehow it makes sense that there is nothing to get.
I listen, I struggle, I learn...
But, how am I different?

Foundation Course
May to August

12 weeks of cooking, talking, yoga, talking, cooking, talking, yoga.
Something at stake, but I’m stuck stuck stuck STUCK.
I’m failing I’m sure, and I don’t understand. Is it ok to be
with that? Am I ok with that?
Cooking, yoga, journal, coaching, breathing. Breathing?
My story, so ingrained, so powerful. But if I can see it and
feel it there so that it is no longer mechanical, so that it
stops constantly running me, will it lose its power then?
More yoga, cooking, talking, coaching, journal, dancing.
I am terriﬁed, to step into the unknown, to ﬁnd myself
there. I disappear, I am isolated, apart, and ﬁnally I am so,
so sad.
And there, at last, at that moment, I see it and I feel it.

The Foundation Course
(Production Manager)
October to December

Being of service?
My stand; for the courage to be available and free, to feel
the power of others.
Production, Facilitators, Coaches, Participants, Assistants
– we take it on together. A group, a team. Amazing.
But story is strong, and potent. Something is truly at
stake, and I’m slipping, sliding and desperately grasping
for something familiar, a handhold.
A hand to hold.
Resignation, anxiety, tiredness. Projecting outcomes; oh
how I’m projecting outcomes, so many outcomes. Me, in a
whirlpool, spinning... And then?
I see it, I feel it.
I stop. I breathe.
I am different.

from ‘How am I different?’
by Aimee Mann

I can’t do it; I can’t conceive
You’re everything you’re trying to make me believe
‘Cause this show is too well designed
Too well to be held with only me in mind

But, how am I different?

Jumpstart
August

One week, out of life.
Cooking again, and more yoga, more talking.
Then something else; something new.
I’m out of my head, I feel that I am. I feel joy. There is stillness, and a lack of voices.
I can just be. It’s intangible, but it is real at least for now.
I am left wandering and wondering.
Peaceful.
But, how am I different?
photograph by Tim Crowther
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Can You Feel It?
by Ulrike Schilling

It Is So Easy
by Tessa Lagey

Can you feel it?
There is change ahead
awakening in many places.
It is still tiny,
needs looking after.

It is so easy to be
how I have always been.
It is so easy
to be running still.
All these projects
serve me well
‘cos without them
who would I be?

Shoots sprouting globally,
deﬁning our world,
the spirit of today.
We are observers
witnessing ourselves.
Our world is changing
we are changing our world
we are changing
we are

It is so easy to keep running
and it’s scary to stand still,
‘cos when I stand still....
‘who am I’?
And the truth is...
I don’t know.

At Last
by David Pao

The stars you see are just old light,
Embers of thought frozen in fright.
Then the moon touches the hill to fade
Whale black against the dolphin grey
Sky, defying dark stars
Which now spent, shoot.
Now on those blue sky days,
With the moon in its cleverly private space
And bone-white in meditation,
I’m free at last to understand and keep
The smell of my hands, cupped in gratitude,
For that dimness of light, and now you.

photograph by Tim Crowther
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Open
by Rob Clydesdale
I
I
I
I

am
am
am
am

strong, I am able
a tree, I am a table
a dream, I am I am
the sun, I am the land

I am Open...
I am everything, I am nothing
I am something, to someone
I am Open...
photograph contributed by Martin Jennings,
taken by his hiking companion Paul McWilliams

I am a cradle, I am a noose
I am a knot, unravelled & loose
photographs by Tim Crowther

I am Open....
I have no opinion, I have no emotion
I have no power, I have no possession
But I am Open...
I am knows there is no ‘time’,
no ‘future’, ‘past’, ‘now’ or mind
I have no reason, I have no respect
I have no ambition, I have no regret
But I am Open...

Click on the photo below to go to
YouTube to hear Rob singing Open
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I Evolve
by Jen Hawkins

My spirit soars
light, free,unburdened.
My mind is silent,
chatter ceased
calm.
The darkness thickens
swirls and eddys
a dizzying vortex
clamouring
sucking me into its depths.
I drown, suffocate
succumb.
My shadow engulfs me.
Mask settles on my face.
Features tightening,
numb,
frozen features
trapped.
Screaming wordlessly
unheard, voiceless.
I beat at the walls of my shadow.
Trapped,
my mask smiles.
Hands reach out,
loving, supporting
warming.
The ice cracks
my mask slips.
Light glistens through
the chinks in my armour.
My shadow falters,
slips
melts awayA gossamer pool of
darkness.
Soaring
joyful
resonating with life
I stand apart from my shadow.
Smiling I step in to the
gossamer pool.
Shadow and being become one.
Dark and light embrace, entwine.
Become one, become whole.
I am everything, I am nothing
I am.
painting by Carly Ashdown
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What is this feeling?
by Naomi Ricketts
What is this feeling,
This feeling inside,
Of pent up frustration
And wanting to hide.
To hide from all beings,
Let no one else in,
For nobody wants me,
Or cares where I’ve been.
My world folds around me,
I’m eaten alive,
What’s left in the world for me
Without a disguise?
‘She’s pretty and conﬁdent’
so that’s what they say,
If only deep inside
I was feeling that way.
If life is this lonely,
If nil-one is my score,
If nobody loves me
I can’t be here any more.
And yet mother nature,
So pretty & fair,
Has so much to offer
If we knew to look there.
The world, old & humble,
And yet stunning & true,
With the grass green & simple,
The sky & sea blue.
Small ﬁsh in the ocean,
The birds in the sky,
Great craggy mountains
Towering high.

Click on the photo below to
download an excerpt from
Clair Du Lune, by Debussy,
played by Naomi Ricketts

The world is my oyster
The universe too,
It’s about time I realised it,
Both me... and you.
photograph by David Pao
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